CITY OF BAYPORT
294 NORTH THIRD STREET
BAYPORT, MINNESOTA 55003
PHONE 651-275-4404 FAX 651-275-4411

Date:

April 28, 2021

To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Adam Bell, City Administrator

RE:

Discuss public comments/results of the Bayport speed limit survey

BACKGROUND
In March, the City Council directed staff to conduct a public survey to gather community input
on the proposed reduction of the state standard 30 mph speed limit. The city’s online survey
closed on April 19. The questions surveyed included: 1) how the community feels about the
current speed limit; 2) whether the city should spend the money to conduct the required study to
lower the speed, which includes either a) hiring SEH to conduct the required study and report or
b) installing the required signage to lower it to 25 mph; and 3) the preferred speed limit (30mph,
25 mph, or 20 mph). The survey also asked for 4) public comment on the issue, 5) the
respondents’ age, 6) relationship with the city, and 7) in which area of the city the respondents
lived.
A total of 383 responses were received, of which 355 eligible respondents completed the entire
survey. There also were 15 suspected duplicate responses and 18 responses that were from
neither residents nor non-profits/business owners/managers.
Question results:
1) As shown in the study results, approximately 53% felt the current speed limit of 30 mph
was too fast while 9% felt it too slow, with the remaining 38% felt it was neither too fast
nor too slow.
2) Just over 39% leaned towards not likely to support spending the money on to lower the
speed limit and just under 49% leaned towards supporting spending the money to lower
the limit.
3) Approximately 38% favored 30 mph, 26% favored 25 mph, and 34% favored 20 mph.
Just over 2% did not have a preferred speed.
4) The comments were diverse with the most common responses including
a. Desire for controlled intersections and additional signage
b. Increased enforcement
c. People drive too fast
d. Mentioning Highway 95 and 5th Avenue
e. Children and pedestrians
f. 4th and 6th Streets
5) The age ranges were fairly spread out with the largest demographic being 35-44
representing almost 30%.

6) Ninety-four percent (334) of the respondents were city residents, less than 3% (9) were
business/non-profit owners/managers, and just over 3% (12) were both.
7) Almost 49% live west of Highway 95 but not in Inspiration, 30% live east of Highway
95, and 21% live in Inspiration.
Analysis:
While no overwhelming majority of respondents supported a single option for a preferred speed
limit, a 3:2 majority did respond with a preference less than 30. The support for spending money
to lower the speed was more polarized with almost 50% strongly supporting and only 40%
strongly not supporting.
The desire for more controlled intersections was a common listed comment in the survey
responses. As previously explained at an earlier meeting, installing additional intersection
control signage (stop or yield signs) often does not have the effect that most people would
expect. Staff does support looking at specific intersections to determine if additional signage
would be appropriate and will be conducting those studies as directed.
Another factor that needs to be considered, and was included in the comments, is that while
studies have shown that lower speeds are safer for both vehicles and pedestrians, as a matter of
fact, other studies and data show that just lowering the legal speed limit does not automatically
result in lower speeds. Various other factors impact the speed at which drivers choose to travel.
The desire for increased police enforcement for speeding on residential city streets is difficult
given the number of officers on duty at one time and the geographic coverage area, as well as the
demand of responding to higher priority incidents. Bayport Police will dutifully enforce
whatever speed limit is settled on, but the additional scrutiny on all police interactions, especially
for relatively minor offenses, such as speeding, during the current societal climate should not be
ignored.
Options:
1) Continue the discussion on municipal speed limits and direct staff to conduct further
research to be considered in the future; or
2) Maintain 30 mph speed limit and continue to look at alternative methods to make the
residential streets safer; or
3) Lower the speed limit on all residential streets to 25 mph and install the required signage
at the estimated cost of $5,000; or
4) Authorize SEH to conduct a speed limit study and generate a report to comply with state
requirements to lower the speed limit to 20 mph at a cost estimate of $4,800.
Additionally, install the required signage at an estimated cost of $1,000-$5,000.
RECOMMENDATION
No staff recommendation
ATTACHMENTS
1) Survey results
2) Minnesota Department of Transportation Speed Limit CRSP
3) MN Statewide Speed Limit Vision Project Literature Review Matrix
4) MN Statewide Speed Limit Vision Project Minnesota Speed Limit History

2021 Speed Limit Survey

Q1 How do you feel about the current 30 mph speed limit on Bayport’s
residential city streets? This question does not apply to Highway 95,
portions of 5th Ave. N., Stagecoach Trail, or any streets not deemed as
primarily residential.
Answered: 355

Skipped: 0
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Q2 If it were to cost the city an estimated $5,000-$10,000 to follow the
state guidelines to make a change, how likely would you be to support a
reduction in the speed limit on Bayport’s residential city streets?
This question does not apply to Highway 95, portions of 5th Ave. N.,
Stagecoach Trail, or any streets not deemed as primarily residential.
Answered: 355

Skipped: 0
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Q3 Which of these do you think should be the speed limit on Bayport’s
residential streets?
Answered: 355

Skipped: 0
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Q4 What would you like to share on the topic of speed limits on residential
streets in Bayport?
Answered: 188

Skipped: 167

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

20-25 mph on side streets 30 mph on Hwy 95

4/20/2021 3:40 PM

2

Back when the village came to be, 25 mph was likely regarded as what the maximum speed
limit should be. Today as then nobody has a need to drive more than 25 mph in Bayport.
Children at play, walking, biking, narrowed streets by parked vehicles, slowing to check
intersections, and common sense. the sage street speed in Bayport, east and west sides
should be 25 mph. The subject of stop signs vs yield signs. Yield signs allow traffic a moving
flow yet a stop if necessary. Stop signs on city streets should be eliminated and replaced by
yield signs. Stop signs are not meant to control street speeds. Why were stop signs put on 4th
Ave North and 6th Street east and west? I lived in that area for 20 years. Yield signs existed at
those points an worked fine. Speeding is on 6th street north and south and 5th street and 4th
ave. Install six yield signs and the problems will be solved. It's a little hard to stop on a hill and
get started in the winter. Also replace the two stop signs at 4th street, south side of 2nd ave
north and at 2nd ave 4th street north, with 4 yield signs. This allows traffic to move cautiously
or stop as necessary, at al times. The water drainage depression at 2nd Ave and 4th Street
also slows traffic on the avenue east and west. Consider adding school zone signs on 4th
street reducing the speed to 15 mph when children are present Thank you.

4/20/2021 3:34 PM

3

20 mph on side streets is plenty! Just like I-94, speed limit is 70 mph people go 80 mph. Side
streets mph 30, people go 35-45mph. Do the survey and payoff with speeding tickets.

4/20/2021 3:16 PM

4

Peoples lifestyles keep getting faster and faster!! I've lived in Bayport my whole life and
worked all over the twin cities. People drive to fast!! Lets slow down before someone gets
killed! Do survey and give tickets to pay for the survey.

4/20/2021 3:13 PM

5

I have observed an increase in speed on the city streets. Would like to see speed limits
enforced at a minimum especially on streets us by Andersen employees(Maine Street) shift
changes can be especially dangerous.

4/20/2021 2:45 PM

6

This is so past due...just get it done. Start writing speeding tickets again.

4/20/2021 2:37 PM

7

With all of the "non-yield" intersections in town, 30 mph is way to fast and dangerous. People
traveling at 30 mph through intersections are a huge danger to other vehicles and pedestrians.
People in town don't know how or when to yield at residential intersections.

4/20/2021 2:28 PM

8

Residential streets seem to be okay. Drivers on Hwy 95 drive too fast and don't always yield to
walkers even with flashing lights and flags.

4/20/2021 1:55 PM

9

You stated "Available traffic and crash data does not indicate a significant number of
excessive speed violations or traffic accidents," why would you spend the money to change
the speed limit?!

4/20/2021 1:53 PM

10

With the little problems we have it is not worth the cost to change.

4/20/2021 1:51 PM

11

I see no reason to change the speed limit, as it is a state average. Unless it is to make it
easier for over zealous police to hide, entrap, and fine more people. But Bayport is already
known for too many cops/speed traps.

4/20/2021 1:50 PM

12

No change don't spend the money. Go after the speeders

4/20/2021 1:46 PM

13

If we wanted to reduce speeds put more stop signs on side streets vs yield or nothing

4/20/2021 1:44 PM

14

I have elementary aged kids and cars go much more than 30 on 5th Street North. 30 is okay
but more is not! I don't think it will change even if the limit changes. Might be a waste of $.

4/20/2021 1:40 PM

15

Do not see a need for a change. Would like to see more enforcement on Hwy 95.

4/20/2021 1:33 PM
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16

I live on 4th Street South and am surprised /shocked at how fast cars travel. 4th Street South
is an alternate Hwy 95. North / South streets seem to have the most speed issues(because of
distance between intersections)compared avenues.

4/20/2021 1:31 PM

17

Bayport School is on 95. protect the students. 30 mph is good for the students

4/20/2021 1:09 PM

18

Slower is probably better, but not worth the extra cost.

4/17/2021 8:05 PM

19

Just because you CAN change a thing, it doesn't mean you SHOULD change a thing. Good
government is basically doing nothing the vast majority of the time. Every new law basically
criminalizes something that used to be a freedom. And how are those new flashing crosswalks
working out. I still see people getting mowed down the in crosswalk when the lights are
flashing. Next time try RED lights (STOP lights)

4/17/2021 8:33 AM

20

Nothing

4/17/2021 5:51 AM

21

At the very least the visible sight of seeing someone ticketed in the Inspiration neighborhoods
would be welcomed. I fear that some child is going to get killed someday.

4/16/2021 3:37 PM

22

I think adding stop and yield signs would be beneficial to keep people from speeding.

4/16/2021 3:12 PM

23

I would like Andersen traffic to be aware that HWY 95 has residential driveways that only exit
to the highway. While they are in a hurry to leave Bayport, they are driving through a residential
area. They could show some courtesy and drive the speed limit especially on the south end of
town. The state has us hostage and doesn’t care if they are creating traffic hazards for
residents. I attended the meeting with the state hwy people and thought their ideas and
attitudes were way out of line.

4/16/2021 2:46 PM

24

Have a lower speed limit when there is shift change at Andersens.

4/16/2021 2:39 PM

25

The problem isn’t just speed limits- but reducing the speed limit allows us an enforceable way
to make our streets safer.

4/16/2021 2:03 PM

26

More enforcement

4/16/2021 1:52 PM

27

I think all streets should have the same speed limit so as long as Hwy 95 is 30 mph, the rest
of the streets remain 30 mph

4/16/2021 1:37 PM

28

too many accidents, times when pedestrians are trying to cross and feel it is dangerous
(myself included) despite having the flags and crosswalks marked.

4/16/2021 1:30 PM

29

I live on N. Maine St, and The Anderson traffic goes way too fast.

4/16/2021 1:30 PM

30

Putting stop signs at residential street intersections might be a more effective way to slow
down traffic and mitigate accidents. I find myself more worried about not seeing oncoming
vehicles when I approach an intersection. I don’t seem to notice too many vehicles speeding
when I’m walking around town. Having young kids, slower seems more safe but if it isn’t
broken, there doesn’t seem to be a need to spend money.

4/16/2021 1:03 PM

31

Hudson's 25mph on so many streets for so long is very onorous.

4/16/2021 12:47 PM

32

Since the traffic on many of the streets is low, the occurrence of walking on the street is more
likely to happen. Therefore, lower speed should be a priority. To new residents, regulations of
how to navigate Bayport's streets should also be a priority since there are no indicators on
most of the streets of who has the right of way.

4/16/2021 12:09 PM

33

15 mph on our roads

4/16/2021 11:52 AM

34

The Andersen traffic doesnt seemsto really follow then now, lowering them wouldnt change
that. Maybe having someone posted during shift change could help slow then down

4/16/2021 11:40 AM

35

30 is bit fast at certain intersections where 4 way stops are not present and where semi traffic
is regular. I've been nearly Tboned by a red arrow semi not slowing for a yeild sign. Fortunately
I was watching when the semi was not, he was going to fast to stop.

4/16/2021 11:36 AM

36

putting stop or yield signs in

4/16/2021 11:30 AM

37

6th St N tends to see high speeds probably over the 30 mph. 3rd St S sees a similar problem
as people speed down the street off of hwy 95 to 3rd Ave S WAY TOO FAST! 2nd Ave S and
3rd St S intersection seems to need addressed at some point as well, many vehicles do not

4/16/2021 11:30 AM
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yield to the traffic on 3rd St S, we've come close multiple times to being hit in this intersection
because of high speeds on 2nd Ave crossing 3rd St S to get to HWY 95 and failing to yield.
38

We also need stop signs.

4/16/2021 11:25 AM

39

Do we have a high issue of those going 30 mph on these streets? I have not experienced this
where I live. Many people drive much slower, I assume due to the current state of the streets
as well as the lack of stop/yield signs (in the downtown area, anyways).

4/16/2021 11:24 AM

40

This is not a time for half-measures. Go to 20 mph; 25 is not good enough.

4/16/2021 11:20 AM

41

I support a reduction for safety reasons. Also, our streets are not so long that a reduction of
5mph will materially impact someone's ability to get where they are going on time. That
reduction will, however, contribute a lot to safety.

4/15/2021 1:51 PM

42

WE ALSO NEED TO CONTROL MORE INTERSECTIONS WITH STOP SIGNS

4/12/2021 11:48 PM

43

dont live on a busy street.

4/11/2021 5:56 PM

44

how many accidents have happened in the past year due to the speed limit? Are there any
studies saying that would go down with a lower speed limit? If so, by how much? You need to
show a cost benefit analysis.

4/9/2021 3:37 PM

45

I am a newer community resident but have driven most of the streets in Bayport over the past
few weeks. I observed the following: 1. variable pavement widths; 2. variable pavement widths
of some streets between blocks; 3. variable pavement condition(gravel, blacktop); 4. variable
pavement condition of paved streets; 5. discontinuous sidewalks from block to block; 6.
inconsistency of sidewalk location versus pavement width/condition/traffic levels; 7. possible
limitations of right of way width in some locations. Experts indicate that at 20 MPH 95% of
people survive being struck by a vehicle. At 30 MPH the survival rate drops to 55%, and at 40
MPH only 15% of people survive. Streets are used by vehicles, bicyclists, pedestrians and
kids playing, therefore streets should be designed to accommodate all users in most cases.
The city should be prioritizing safety first for all users not speed. Setting speed limits gives
drivers a message but with limited enforcement there is little effectiveness. Wide lanes and
streets are visual clues to drivers that encourages higher speeds regardless of speed limits.
And speed limits puts the burden on the Police Department. Given my observations I would
support the more thorough complete engineering study. It should include a review of pedestrian
facilities and intersection safety in my opinion. As part of the study I would request that the
Council study, debate and adopt a Complete Streets Policy that can provide guidance for all
future ROW/street infrastructure investment.

4/7/2021 10:41 AM

46

While most drivers drive below that, many streets/Ave have uncontrolled intersections;
coupled with cars parked on the street, pedestrians this represents a safety and quality of life
issue. Cars going 30 are going to fast on residential streets.

4/6/2021 2:53 PM

47

Are there any statistics on accidents that suggest it is too fast? I always feel like I am
crawling :-).

4/5/2021 10:02 AM

48

In Inspiration, cars are flying WAY TOO FAST on Inspiration Pkwy N.

4/5/2021 8:25 AM

49

There is WAY too much speeding through both town and in Inspiration neighborhood.

4/5/2021 7:05 AM

50

I live in Inspiration and there aren't sidewalks on many of the streets. There are many children
that live here and ride bikes in the street because there are limited sidewalks. People drive
way too fast through the neighborhood. In town many streets don't have stop signs or yield
signs.

4/5/2021 6:56 AM

51

DO NOT SPEND ANY MONEY ON THIS PROJECT - OR TAXES ARE HIGH ENOUGH

4/4/2021 12:44 PM

52

We live in Inspiration, where many residents feel the speed limit is way too fast. Our streets
are narrow and straight with few stop signs, and we are a neighborhood full of playing children.
When approached in the past regarding their speed, we have been told by residents that it is
their "Right" to drive 30 mph, even though it even appears way too fast from an observer's
point of view and children are present. We would support a decrease to 20 mph on city streets
citywide. There is no need to drive faster than this on streets that are narrow.

4/4/2021 9:33 AM

53

Most of the city, at 30mph, has uncontrolled intersections. If you want to keep 30mph, install
stop signs where needed. 5th St. N. is a raceway with no regards to slowing down for caution.
The eastbound traffic, First Ave. N. , towards 95 does not slow or look while approaching

3/31/2021 10:11 AM
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intersections. I support change. Lowering the speed to 25 still leaves drivers to speed at 30 to
35mph.
54

Waste of money

3/29/2021 11:02 PM

55

I live in Inspiration on Primrose Path. Cars drive way too fast on this street.

3/29/2021 7:22 PM

56

Stop signs please. Protect our children!

3/29/2021 6:44 PM

57

Keep it as is. The change with the road and crosswalks was great, perhaps adding flashing
lights or speed bumps.

3/29/2021 5:27 PM

58

I live in Inspiration neighborhood and there are no sidewalks on my street. People walk their
dogs, kids ride their bikes in the street. Last summer a small child was almost hit by a car in
front of my house. Cars drive way too fast on Inspiration Pkwy.

3/29/2021 3:14 PM

59

Sometimes when I’m out for a walk west of 95 in Bayport I feel unsafe as cars go zipping by!

3/29/2021 2:56 PM

60

With having an elementary school and many children in Bayport the speed limit of 20 miles an
hour is very reasonable. I would also support additional stop signs and speed bumps by the
school.

3/29/2021 11:13 AM

61

Almost half of the drivers exceed the current speed limits in our neighborhood. I've clocked
many via an app on my phone at over 45.

3/29/2021 11:05 AM

62

Majority of people exceed the current speed limits by 5 to 10 mph.

3/29/2021 10:56 AM

63

Uncontrolled intersections are dangerous. Yield signs are needed.

3/29/2021 10:25 AM

64

Inspiration has A LOT of children in it. It would be better to lower the speed limit. However,
people are going to drive whatever speed they want to, so it would be imperative that the police
patrol the neighborhood more regularly and ticket speeders.

3/29/2021 9:07 AM

65

It's important to note that not just residents are on these streets. Delivery trucks, outside
residents, etc.

3/29/2021 8:41 AM

66

People clearly ignore it already

3/28/2021 9:01 PM

67

I'm more concerned about uncontrolled intersections than speed limit. Also Bayport is already
known as a well patrolled speed trap.

3/27/2021 6:50 PM

68

Extra outside traffic driving SO fast when going through Inspiration to access Savannah trails.
Usually the most on the nicest days and that’s when everyone is outside

3/27/2021 4:15 PM

69

I walk daily in Bayport and have found drivers to be very courteous except when crossing Hwy
95.

3/27/2021 9:51 AM

70

Hey 95 is the speed problem, but this is out of Bayport’s control.

3/27/2021 9:49 AM

71

I haven’t run into speed problems on residential streets in Bayport, except on Hwy 95, which
this change would not impact.

3/27/2021 9:47 AM

72

Add stop sign at busy intersections to control speed.

3/26/2021 9:50 PM

73

Changing the speed limit isn’t going to do much but waste money on something that people
won’t even follow. Surrounding towns are 30. Maybe put the money towards stop signs to
make people stop or more yield signs. I think changing the speed would just be a waste of
money. I honestly don’t believe it will change much and 20 is just way to slow.

3/26/2021 5:24 PM

74

Spend more money fixing the roads not changing the speeds to lower than the average
anywhere else.

3/26/2021 4:59 PM

75

I dont see any reason for the spending, or the need for the change in speed anyway. Unless
you plan on making police stay at the station until they are summoned, this sounds like a bad
idea and like it will be a huge head ache.

3/26/2021 4:57 PM

76

The police aren’t going to run traffic on the side streets to occasionally catch someone going
25-32mph when there are people going 45+ on 95 and on the road by the fire dept. let’s say
someone is going 29 or even 31 on the side streets with a lowered limit - are the police going
to ticket for 5 over? 9 over? 11 over? This is a lot of money to spend to get a few problem
people to slow down to 25. North Hudson is 20mph and everyone hates driving through town.
This is a needless use of resources to address a problem that isn’t apparent in these areas. If

3/26/2021 4:55 PM
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it addressed 95 or 5th Ave thats a different story. This whole survey and the idea of 20 is
Plenty signs is ridiculous when we could focus on more pressing issues. There haven’t been
any incidents of people struck on the streets and many are in such poor repair that you can’t
go 30 anyway.
77

Bayport is already widely known as one long speed trap of a town. Let's not make it worse on
everyone.

3/26/2021 4:54 PM

78

30mph is state average, why pay all those tax dollars to change it here? So the ticket quotas
get met by the overly bored police we have too many of? No thanks, to any of that.

3/26/2021 4:52 PM

79

The current speed limit makes sense. Anything less is too slow.

3/26/2021 11:09 AM

80

see excessive speed fairly often in Inspiration, at least on Pioneer Trail

3/26/2021 11:07 AM

81

I live at 472 Minnesota St (Hwy 95) . I would like to see the speed limit on Hwy 95 reduced to
30 mph south to Bayport Marina. I know this is not on the table....but something needs to be
done

3/26/2021 8:25 AM

82

I'm not as concerned about the posted as I am about the enforcement of the speed limit. Living
near Andersens is a nightmare during certain times of the day. Could also use better
enforcement on 95, especially while trying to cross the street.

3/26/2021 8:03 AM

83

People drive way too fast, especially considering there are are so few stop signs.

3/25/2021 6:22 PM

84

Currently most people are below 30 - ones that live here - others not so much - thus the need
for reduced speeds

3/25/2021 1:09 PM

85

30 mph is very fast when there are pedestrians and children walking and playing in yards that
are next to residential streets. Lower the speed to keep our families safe.

3/24/2021 11:43 AM

86

People drive way too fast leaving Anderson windows!! I see it daily as my street is one of the
heavy traffic streets that they use.

3/24/2021 3:01 AM

87

Police need to issue citations, not warnings. Council should direct Police to do this. The
council is in charge, not the Police chief.

3/23/2021 7:16 PM

88

Anything less than 30 is way to slow. Don’t need to add another speed trap for these cops that
are already ridiculous.

3/23/2021 3:00 PM

89

20 mph limit would help control 2 problems in my opinion. Uncontrolled intersections and a
school right in a residential area.

3/22/2021 10:52 PM

90

I walk a lot in Bayport and have not had an issue with speeding cars.

3/22/2021 10:21 PM

91

20 is Plenty! Safety first!

3/22/2021 10:07 PM

92

People don't pay attention to the stops signs on 6th street or any other place in town

3/22/2021 7:06 PM

93

slow the Anderson traffic down

3/22/2021 6:43 PM

94

More stop and yield signage. People just roar through intersections without paying attention.

3/22/2021 3:31 PM

95

How will this be enforced? I think it should be 25 instead of 30, but if it is too difficult to
enforce, it may not be worth changing it. Overall I feel that the speed of the traffic on these
side roads has not been much of a problem.

3/22/2021 2:49 PM

96

I live by the elementary school. 4th Street especially, the cars drive way to fast for the number
of children in the area

3/22/2021 1:50 PM

97

N/A

3/22/2021 10:00 AM

98

I think people speeding will not stop by lowering the speed limits, there needs to be more yield
signs, stop signs, etc.

3/22/2021 9:19 AM

99

Most of our streets are to narrow for 30 mph

3/22/2021 7:36 AM

100

30 is just fine, if people would adhere to it.

3/22/2021 7:17 AM

101

there is no reason to go so fast in a residential area and with a lot of the streets not having
stop signs I think everyone need to go slower.

3/22/2021 6:45 AM
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102

I have people going over 50 on maine st

3/22/2021 6:13 AM

103

Don’t spend my tax dollars on nonsense

3/22/2021 12:51 AM

104

The speed limits are simply too high in the residential areas and on the main drag. A reduction
of the speed limit would make the streets safer for all pedestrians and increase business in
locations with shops/stores.

3/22/2021 12:15 AM

105

30 would probably be fine if people would follow it. We hear cars bottom out on our street all
the time because they are speeding.

3/21/2021 11:46 PM

106

People drive far too fast it is a big problem. I hope to see change.

3/21/2021 7:56 PM

107

It seems to be the most bothersome on the “long” through streets ie 5th street and 6th street

3/21/2021 7:54 PM

108

30 is too fast in residential zones

3/21/2021 7:50 PM

109

Slowing the traffic down on surface streets should make is so people us Hwy 95 rather than
4th, 5th or even 6th street to travel at high rates of speed through residential neighborhoods.
There is ZERO reason residential street should be the same max speed as Hwy 95. None.

3/21/2021 7:47 PM

110

Regardless of the speed limit cars drive way too fast and over through town. I’d love to see
some “please slow down” yard signs around town as well. I’ve never seen any 10mph signs in
alleys either and the cars fly down the alley behind my house. It would be great to see some
more speed limit signs through town.

3/21/2021 7:35 PM

111

I think stop signs would be a better idea, rather than changing the speed limit. No one in town
understands "right of way" rules.

3/21/2021 7:31 PM

112

We live on the corner of 1st Ave N and 5th St N. We have experienced a hit and run at our
house and witnessed numerous car accidents. We would LOVE to see a stop sign or 4 way
stop at our corner. It is a very busy intersection because we are close to the gas station. We
have issues with speeding at various times of the day with prison workers, Andersen workers
and parents picking up/dropping off kids from school.

3/21/2021 6:54 PM

113

Leave it alone, speeders will speed no matter what the speed limit is

3/21/2021 5:01 PM

114

Add speed humps in Inspiration neighborhood. So many young children and cars driving too
fast.

3/21/2021 4:59 PM

115

I support lower speed limit on residential street due to the fact that there is an elementary
school, and multiple parks in town, all of which promote higher pedestrian traffic.

3/21/2021 2:50 PM

116

Why are we doing this in the first place? Is there an accident issue? 30 is fine, it appears
some people do not have enough to do.

3/21/2021 2:21 PM

117

If we, as a city, are being honest with ourselves, people already drive as fast or slow as they
like. This change seems to be a costly one that likely wont change the current speed on our
roads.

3/21/2021 1:51 PM

118

I live on both highway 95 and 2nd avenue would love to have the speed limit Lowed on
residential. And more police present on highway 95.

3/21/2021 12:53 PM

119

Speeds ARE WAY TO FAST ON FIFTH STREET NORTH. i THINK SECOND AVE IS THE
SAME WAY.

3/21/2021 11:16 AM

120

Was this survey approved by the majority of the city council? Was this designed to represent a
cross section sample of the population? How will those without internet access participate in
the survey? How many responses will constitute a representative sample of the city’s
population as a whole?

3/21/2021 10:11 AM

121

With the amount of children, a school and city park much of our streets are used for
commuting on bicycle and walking to and from these areas. I strongly believe that the speed
should not be 30 mph this is the same speed as highway 95 through our city. Why would our
side streets be the same. I worry for our children in the neighborhood when riding bikes. school
busses and other commercial vehiclesuse our side streets as shortcuts back to the bus
garage and travel the speed limit of 30 mph which is way to fast for oversized vehicles and is
a current problem I believe.

3/21/2021 9:32 AM

122

I think there should be a pedestrian cross walk at 95 and 3rd Ave south. I see residents
struggling to cross here daily. Many vehicles pass on the right hand side when cars are turning

3/21/2021 9:03 AM
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left and are increasing to the posted 40 mph. Possible pushing the 40 mph out and additional
block to the south would make thus area safer.
123

30 mph is to fast with all the blind intersections!

3/21/2021 8:55 AM

124

Street in our area typically don’t have sidewalks therefore my school aged children are
vulnerable walking on city streets. I would like to see slower traffic as well as more controlled
intersections!!!!!

3/21/2021 8:50 AM

125

15 mph is better.

3/21/2021 8:29 AM

126

It fine. 25 is the residential speed limit in most of Wisconsin. Seems too slow. Anyway, no one
will follow it, so this just serves to turn ordinary citizens into law-breakers. Which is the goal of
most laws, to make something that was legal into something illegal. A slow erosion of civil
liberties through the legislative process. So 30 MPH would be my answer.

3/21/2021 8:23 AM

127

I think 30 mph is just fine. Those causing issues are exceeding that speed limit.

3/21/2021 8:14 AM

128

With limited sidewalks and many pedestrians, runners, dog walkers, cyclists, and children
using our streets everyday and in all weather, our role as neighbors is to assure there safety
above what little inconvenience it would be to slow down. Additionally, our town is small, so to
slow down would cost us barely moments in added travel time. Nothing in comparison to the
safety and comfort of our neighbors. And ourselves.

3/21/2021 8:12 AM

129

Keep same speed limit.

3/21/2021 8:05 AM

130

Adj. Speed limits with remaining uncontrolled intersections will do little good. More stop/yield
signs means people will slow down regardless of speed limit.

3/21/2021 7:48 AM

131

30 is OK if it is enforced. So Third St is a speedway.

3/21/2021 7:29 AM

132

It’s 30mph not bad at all.

3/21/2021 7:10 AM

133

Respect your neighbors. Drive safely. Look for children & pedestrians.

3/21/2021 6:59 AM

134

Pedestrians and bicyclists have a much better chance of surviving a crash if a vehicle was
only going 20 mph v 30mph. Also the driver would have more reaction time. I think the road
going in front of the fire station/ barkers alps could continue to be 30 at least for the stretch
with no houses

3/20/2021 11:18 PM

135

It is overdue to slow speeds down - 20 mph now!

3/20/2021 10:32 PM

136

I live on the south end of Minnesota St. near where the speed goes from 30 to 40. The
vehicles are either speeding up, slowing down, or ignoring the speed limit all together. They
drive WAY to fast past my house.

3/20/2021 9:21 PM

137

Your police officers are so valued in our community

3/20/2021 8:36 PM

138

Our neighborhood has a speed limit of 30 mph. we live on one of the main traffic streets within
our neighborhood and people often exceed the speed limit. I have two kids under the age of 4
and it is very scary how fast people drive, especially construction vehicles and school buses. I
watch my kids play very carefully and they have learned to stay away from the road, but I
would feel much safer if the speed limit would be reduced to 20mph.

3/20/2021 8:34 PM

139

I feel it should be lower, we get very many drunk drivers through town and way too many
people who speed through our residential areas, and we have lots of kids here too. I’d
absolutely hate to see a kid get hit because someone decided they weren’t gonna do the
speed limit and/or pay attention. We used to have a sign that showed your currently speed
going into residential areas of 3rd St S coming off 95, but it isn’t there anymore. I thought that
was an excellent idea because majority of the residents there have young kids, and people
come into there doin 40 sometimes, speeding up after they get off the highway. I’ve seen it
many many times.

3/20/2021 8:03 PM

140

Our problem is uncontrolled intersections. People can get going way too fast because there is
no twins or stop at intersections. Lowering the speed limit helps at least keep people a little bit
slower. The other option is just putting in some stop signs around town.

3/20/2021 8:01 PM

141

2nd ave s and 3rd st s intersection is horrible. Many do not look or yield driving on 2nd Ave s
to 95. Speed tends to be a major factor. 3rd st s off of 95 can also tend to get cars driving too
fast.

3/20/2021 7:51 PM
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142

Our residents need to learn how and when to yield the right of way.And drive like they are in a
residential area

3/20/2021 7:43 PM

143

People still drive fast. We need more yield signs or stop signs west of 95.

3/20/2021 7:38 PM

144

Doesn’t need to be changed.

3/20/2021 7:29 PM

145

If a speed limit of 25 mph were enforced it should keep our kids and other persons safe. It
doesn't seem that the speed limit today isn't enforced so not sure if lowering the speed limit
would truly help

3/20/2021 7:16 PM

146

Cars go 40-50 MPH down 9th street

3/20/2021 6:43 PM

147

I believe those prone to speed will continue, no matter the posted limit

3/20/2021 6:43 PM

148

Would like to see posted signs to watch for children and speed limit signs in the alleys

3/20/2021 6:40 PM

149

Couldn't enforce under 30

3/20/2021 6:33 PM

150

Should three members of the council be engaging with the public about this topic on Facebook
without notice of public hearing? My experience in a MN government setting from before I
retired says this could be an open meeting violation.

3/20/2021 6:23 PM

151

Alot of cars going way over 30. not slowing down at intersections.

3/20/2021 6:22 PM

152

I do not believe a change in posted limits would do much to change driver habits. I understand
the concern of some that cars are driving to quickly, but those cars are already driving above
the limit. Lowering it won’t necessarily change anything. I’d rather not go through the hassle
and expense.

3/20/2021 6:15 PM

153

I believe that the speed on the city streets are out of control. So. 3rd Street is a speed way,
but, unless there is a visible police presence no one will obey the limits you post. Just look at
95 it is posted at 30 mph, but, who goes that slow and stop signs must be an option now.
Why? Because some people know that there is no one is going to be out there to make them

3/20/2021 5:51 PM

154

Very few follow the speed limits anyway. In order to work they need to be enforced

3/20/2021 5:48 PM

155

Please watch out for kids!

3/20/2021 5:48 PM

156

30 mph seems too fast especially with the number of uncontrolled intersections in town and
the lack of knowledge of who has the right away.

3/20/2021 5:08 PM

157

Remove yield signs and put in stop signs. That would slow people down. Ive seen so many
tbones from people racing out of Anderson. Permanent speed bumps on 3rd St s. The wider
road seems to make people deep like they can drive faster. Permanently close the ice road
entrance. The traffic in bayport has gotten so bad, why give them more ways to jam our
streets.

3/20/2021 5:00 PM

158

Increase enforcement and education of drivers

3/20/2021 4:59 PM

159

This seems like a wasted amount on streets that aren’t the major issue. If 95 and 5th aren’t
covered and most streets are residential, where would it apply? The Policr are already trying to
enforce the major problem areas. Trying to catch those going 30 on the side streets if it drops
to 20 would take them away from the more problem areas.

3/20/2021 4:54 PM

160

Bayport is small, people drive way to fast. If the state won't fix the speed on 95, which is a
huge issue, we need to refuse to take care of it.

3/20/2021 4:51 PM

161

I think some roads could honestly be a bit faster, maybe 35-40, but otherwise if it costs that
much it should stay the way it is.

3/20/2021 4:48 PM

162

20mph- the number of intersections with no traffic signs, the amount of children at play, the
volume of walkers, hwy 95 and a high volume of traffic coming/going at Andersen- let's just err
on the side of caution.

3/20/2021 4:47 PM

163

Slower is better

3/20/2021 4:44 PM

164

HWY 95 and 5th Ave are the biggest problem areas. The $5000-$10000 spent would address
areas that are not already themselves a problem. We need to focus on 95 and 5th Ave

3/20/2021 4:44 PM

165

People will exceed any limit, so let’s keep it low to protect children and pedestrians.

3/20/2021 4:44 PM
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166

I would like it to be a little less, but honestly people are going to do whatever they want despite
what the posted limit says.

3/20/2021 4:41 PM

167

I don’t think 3 of the council members should be discussing it on Facebook without the other
two members able to represent their views. Moreover, we can set any speed we want and
people will drive the speed at which they like. Based on the speed trailer being around town,
most vehicles are not traveling at an egregious speed and are often traveling 20 mph or less
already.

3/20/2021 4:38 PM

168

Need more traffic controls in town (yield signs at cross streets). Or education/enforcement of
existing laws regarding unmarked intersections.

3/20/2021 4:36 PM

169

I would like to see studies where this has an impact and the added cost for police
enforcement. I think that interest ion controls could be a better way to control speed. I think a
decision needs to be made on facts and not on emotion.

3/20/2021 4:33 PM

170

I think lowering the speed limit is a good idea, considering Bayport is a family community with
alot of children.

3/20/2021 4:33 PM

171

Current speed is fine

3/20/2021 4:32 PM

172

We live in Inspiration where there are small children everywhere. The current speed limit is too
fast and I worry something terrible is going to happen.

3/20/2021 4:30 PM

173

The first question should have been: "What is the current speed limit on Bayport’s residential
city streets?" I would have been curious as to how many residents actually know the answer.
Speed limits are hard to enforce if they are not posted.

3/20/2021 4:27 PM

174

More important than the speed limit, I wish there were stop signs and yield signs on the
Bayport residential roads.

3/20/2021 4:21 PM

175

There is no reason for the speed that we see on residential streets in Bayport. If the speed
limit is 30, cars drive35-40. If you drop it to 20, maybe cars will go 30.

3/20/2021 4:04 PM

176

Current speed limits on residential streets seem fine to me. Enforcement seems to be the
issue. People who go over the 30mph limit aren't going to change their habits because the limit
gets changed to 25 or 20. Because of where I live, the main problems I see are Andersen
employees speeding on Maine and disregarding stop signs when they leave work in the
afternoon. It would be nice to have police presence in the area at that time, if it's not too much
trouble. Thanks for sending out this survey!

3/20/2021 3:56 PM

177

In Minnesota we have a "basic speed" law. This limits driving faster than conditions allow.
Lowering the speed limit will do little to slow down traffic, but will increase the number of
people concerned about speed and lead to a larger number of violators. Traffic rules are
designed to be similar from one community to the next. This allows drivers to be universally
familiar with the rules of the road. What are our neighbors doing?

3/20/2021 3:47 PM

178

30 mph is way to fast. There are often kids on bikes, trikes, and just flat out playing in the
street. Yep, streets are an extension of a yard. We need to do what every we can to support
lowering the maximum speed limit on residential streets. I also believe that we need more
speed limit signage in the neighborhoods.

3/20/2021 3:36 PM

179

Typically when speeds are measured in neighborhoods people are *not* exceeding the 30mph
speed limit (average speed in a typical neighborhood is 25) but ask a pedestrian their
perception and they will believe it to be much higher, the actual speed issues are the roads
that are under county/state jurisdiction and should an engineering study be conducted/ the
standard measurement practices would not result in a change. I strongly encourage the city to
review research regarding speed limit changes and the lack of impact and to review the
research that supports evidence based changes like roadway design modifications (one of the
best resources is Dr Morris with the UMN human factors lab which worked with St. Paul on
their pedestrian fatality issue with meaningful, impactful, results. It is the responsibility of the
city to understand evidence based, impactful changes and communicating this to constituents
vs. spending money simply to appease the public which is largely uneducated on
speed/crashes/roadway design.

3/20/2021 3:31 PM

180

The relatively low cost is nothing compared to the value in saving kids’ lives. School zones
have way slower zones because kids are present. Why not use the same logic in
neighborhoods where there are many families. The fact that stagecoach and 95 are so close to
all the neighborhoods, the speed reduction shouldn’t have significant impact in anyone’s

3/20/2021 3:07 PM
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commute. Should a child be killed due to a car driving too fast, the city would then wish they
did something about when they had the chance.
181

The issue isn't the 30 mph speed limit on residential streets. The issue is people driving way
too fast and not understanding the rules of the road regarding unregulated intersections. I
always wonder why I see Bayport police pulling people over on a state highway and virtually
never on city streets, where their responsibility should primarily lie. In addition, the city needs
to evaluate what we are getting from an independent police department other than civic pride. I
think the police should be merged into a larger entity that includes Stillwater, Oak Park
Heights, Lakeland and perhaps farther south. Cooperation on policing would save a lot of
money. The Bayport Police Department is at least twice too big for a town this size, and I can't
help but feel we're subsidizing the Andersen Corporation's security situation. Surely they
benefit from lower insurance rates. Are they making up the difference in support for the town?

3/20/2021 2:54 PM

182

I hate how fast drivers go on our streets. I would like them lowered for the safety of our
residents.

3/20/2021 2:52 PM

183

Putting stop signs on streets or avenues would improve safety and naturally slow traffic.

3/20/2021 2:46 PM

184

Not worth the money to change

3/20/2021 2:35 PM

185

We live on 5th St. N. and have watched cars speed through many times and as a result have
had several accidents at the intersection. Please lower the speed limit on residential streets.

3/20/2021 2:35 PM

186

There’s rarely any issue that I have seen and don’t think it’s worth the money to change. It
works for other cities around us. Also, I think if you change it to 25, people are still going to go
30 so it wouldn’t change much.

3/20/2021 2:33 PM

187

People drive well above the current speed limit on our street, 9th Street N. It also has heavy
traffic being the first through street when going East on 5th Ave. We have a lot of small
children and pets on this street.

3/20/2021 2:33 PM

188

The biggest problem is Andersen traffic in the afternoon trying to find an alternate route. And of
course Hwy 95 THE BIGGEST PROBLEM. Who ever heard of a 40 and 50 posted speed in a
residential area??!

3/20/2021 2:30 PM
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Q5 What is your age?
Answered: 350

Skipped: 5

Under 25

25 to 34

35 to 44

45 to 54

55 to 64

65 to 74

75 or older
0%
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Under 25

2.86%

10

25 to 34

8.00%

28

35 to 44

29.71%

104

45 to 54

18.86%

66

55 to 64

22.29%

78

65 to 74

14.57%

51

75 or older

3.71%

13

TOTAL

350
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Q6 What is your relationship with the city?
Answered: 355

Skipped: 0

Bayport
resident

Bayport
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Bayport resident

94.08%

Bayport owner/manager of a business, non-profit, or church

2.54%

9

Both

3.38%

12

Neither

0.00%

0

TOTAL

334

355
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Q7 If you are a Bayport resident, where do you live?
Answered: 346

Skipped: 9

East of
Highway 95

West of
Highway 95 (...

Inspiration
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East of Highway 95

29.77%

103

West of Highway 95 (not Inspiration)

48.84%

169

Inspiration

21.39%

74

TOTAL

346
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What are speed limits?
There are two types of speed limits in Minnesota – statutory speed limits and regulatory speed limits. Statutory speed limits are
30 miles per hour (mph) on city streets and township roads in urban areas and 55 mph on rural, two-lane township, county, and
state highways. When road authorities determine that the statutory limit should be reviewed, the law (Minnesota Statute 169.14)
requires that the Commissioner of Transportation conduct a traffic engineering investigation to determine a reasonable and safe
regulating speed zone. Regulatory speed zones are those other speed limits such as 35, 40, 45, and 50 mph.

How are regulatory speed limits
determined?

SPEED
LIMIT

30

The Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT)
determines regulatory speed zones by using two performance
measures:

Changing posted speed
limits does not appear to
change driver behavior.

• The 85th Percentile Speed (speed at which 85 percent of
drivers are traveling at or below).
• The Ten Mile Per Hour Pace (Pace) (10-mph range that
contains the highest fraction of drivers in the sample).
Using these performance measures is a best practice and
is consistent with conclusions from transportation research
and guidance in Minnesota’s and FHWA’s Manual on Uniform
Traffic Control Devices (1,2) . These performance measures
reflect two basic principles of the speed laws and the speed
zoning process:
• Most drivers will select reasonable and safe speed based on
their perception of the roadway environment.
• There are fewer potential conflicts and an increased level of
safety for vehicles and pedestrians when drivers travel about
the same speed.

Why are speed limits needed?
Providing drivers with guidance about reasonable operating
speed helps create safer roadways. In Minnesota, almost 20
percent of severe crashes are related to excessive speed.
National research (3,4) states that setting and posting speed
limits with the 85th Percentile Speed and Pace enhances
driver expectation, compliance, and safety on roadways.

How effective are speed limits?
National research(3,4) shows that drivers mostly select
reasonable and safe speeds through their perception of the
roadway environment, not by speed limit signs. The most
comprehensive national research(3) examined 100 sites in 22
states where speed limits were lowered or raised by 5 to 20
mph. The report concluded that changing the speed limit did not
necessarily result in changed driver behavior(3).

MnDOT conducted similar research and participated with local
authorities to investigate the results of an engineering and
traffic investigation that recommended the speed limit be raised.
MnDOT investigated by:
• Temporarily changing the speed limit.
• Allowing local authorities to apply increased levels
of enforcement.
• Regularly documenting resulting speed profiles.
In each case, the speed limit was changed by between 5 and 15
mph and the measured 85th percentile speed changed between
0 and 3 mph (Table 1). The key conclusion from these
experiments is consistent with the national research that changing
posted speed limits does not appear to change driver behavior.

When should speed limits vary?
Primary candidate locations for establishing regulatory speed
limits are:
• Roads that transition from rural to urban. During these
transitions drivers should slow their speed. However, the
differences in the road environment may be too subtle to
prompt a driver-initiated speed change. In these instances,
dynamic speed feedback signs are effective.
• Urban arterials and collectors are roadways that are
typically wider than other urban streets, on-street parking is
often prohibited, and adjacent land development is set back
from the curb. These conditions support driver perceptions that
higher speeds are reasonable.
(Section continues on next page)
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Spe e d L imit s
Most requests from local authorities to lower speed limits are
based on the idea that slower speeds are implicitly associated
with greater safety, which is not supported by the research and
evidence (4). In urban areas, roads with 30 mph speed limits
had the highest crash involvement rate (Figure 1) and the rate
diminishes with increasing speed limits. Also, the density of
access had a greater effect on crash involvement than the
posted speed limit. In other words, safety on urban roadways is
more a function of proper access management of roadways
than the posted speed limit (4).
Figure 1: Crash Rate vs. Posted Speed Limit on Urban Roadways(5)

Table 1: Results of MnDOT Speed Zoning Studies(5)

Speed Zoning Studies
Study Location

SPEED
LIMIT

SPEED
LIMIT

SPEED
LIMIT

Anoka
CSAH 1

SPEED
LIMIT

SPEED
LIMIT

Anoka
CSAH 24

SPEED
LIMIT

SPEED
LIMIT

Anoka
CSAH 51

SPEED
LIMIT

SPEED
LIMIT

TH 65

Noble Ave

Efforts to influence drivers’ choice of reasonable and safe driving
speed is a shared responsibility. Road authorities should consider:
• The best way to provide drivers with a consistent message and
a road environment matching the posted speed limit.
• The best way to reinforce a safe operating speed through
the selection of design features that reinforce the desired
operating speed.
• Review of additional research and resources from Minnesota’s
Local Road Research Board like – Addressing Citizen Requests
for Traffic Safety Concerns(6).
• Monitor speeds over time to actively manage speed zones. END

After

SPEED
LIMIT

TH 65

Hennepin
CSAH 4

What are additional considerations?

Before

62nd Ave N
Miss. St

40

50

45
30

30

40

40
45

40

45

SPEED
LIMIT

SPEED
LIMIT

SPEED
LIMIT

SPEED
LIMIT

SPEED
LIMIT

SPEED
LIMIT

SPEED
LIMIT

SPEED
LIMIT

50

30
35

30

40

35
30

35

Sign
Change
+/- mph

85%
Before
After

Change
mph

-10

34
34

0

-10

44
45

+1

-5

48
50

+2

+15

49
50

+1

+5

45
46

+1

-10

52
51

-1

+5

37
40

+3

-5

37
37

0

+5

39
40

+1
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Literature Review Matrix
A summary of research and literature related to speed limits
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The goal of the Minnesota Statewide Speed Limit Vision Project is to develop a consistent and unified message related to speed limits supported by cities, counties,
special interests, public safety and enforcement. Various types of research efforts were conducted to gather the latest and most relevant information available. The
literature review matrix summarizes, in chronological order, both state and nationwide publications of this relevant speed limit information.
Year
1993

Reference
The ITE Committee
4M-25 draft guidelines
Recommended Practice,
https://www.ibiblio.org/
rdu/ite-szg.html

Publisher
Institute of
Transporation
Engineers (ITE)
Committee 4M-25

Summary
• Speed zones shall only be established on the basis of an engineering study and restudied every 5 years.
• The engineering study should include an analysis of the current speed distribution of free-flowing vehicles. The
speed limit within a speed zone shall be set at the nearest 5 mph increment to the 85th percentile speed or the
upper limit of the 10 mph pace.
• However, in no case should the speed limit be set below the 67th percentile speed of free-flowing vehicles.

1998

Synthesis of Safety Research
Related to Speed and Speed
Management,
https://www.fhwa.dot.
gov/publications/research/
safety/98154/speed.cfm

Federal Highway
Administration
(FHWA), FHWARD-98-154

Past research has shown that the 85th percentile speed coincides with the lowest accident rates and reflects a
safe speed for existing conditions as perceived by the majority of motorists. This research and approach are based
on the Solomon Crash Risk Curve developed in the 1960s for rural highways. Solomon reported that the results
of his study showed that “low speed drivers are more likely to be involved in accidents than relatively high speed
drivers.”

2007

Review of 20 mph zones in
London Boroughs,
https://www.rospa.com/
media/documents/roadsafety/20mph-zones-andspeed-limits-factsheet.pdf

Webster, D. and R.
Layfield

A 2007 review of half of the 20 mph zones which had been implemented in London (78 zones) found that they
reduced injury accidents by about 42% and fatal or serious accidents by 53%.

2007

USLIMITS2 ,
https://safety.fhwa.dot.
gov/uslimits/

FHWA and the
National Cooperative
Highway Research
Program (NCHRP)

FHWA and NCHRP released USLIMITS2 to assist practitioners in setting speed limits that are safe, credible,
consistent and enforceable. When used to determine appropriate speed limits, this web-based expert approach
provided a systematic, consistent method for examining and weighing factors in addition to vehicle operating
speeds.

This 1998 study concluded that “there is evidence that crash risk is lowest near the average speed of traffic and
increases for vehicles traveling much faster or slower than average. In general, changing speed limits on low and
moderate speed roads appears to have little or no effect on speed and thus little or no effect on crashes. This
suggests that drivers travel at speeds they feel are reasonable and safe for the road and traffic regardless of the
posted limit. However, there is limited evidence that suggests the net effect of speed limits may be positive on a
system wide basis. More research is needed to evaluate the net safety effect of speed limit changes.”
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Year

Reference

2008

Study and Report on Speed
Limits,
https://www.dot.state.
mn.us/speed/pdf/
speedlimitaskforcereport.
pdf

Publisher
Minnesota
Department of
Transportation
(MnDOT)

Summary
Recommended some changes to the definition of Urban District, Rural Residential District, and Residential
Roadway.
Recommended no change to the basic Urban District speed limit of 30 mph based upon the following:
• Analysis of pedestrian crash data of 25 mph vs. 30 mph was inconclusive
• A review of survival rates at different speeds, shows that speed limits would have to be lowered to 20 mph to
make any significant difference
• The level of resources committed to law enforcement and driver education make it difficult to enforce the 30
mph speed limit
• Current funding would make it difficult to establish a 25 mph statutory speed limit
• Concerns over larger disparity in travel speeds if just signs are changed.
• Concerns over lack of education. If the speed limit is lowered, the chances of people abiding by it without
additional education are limited therefore the dispersion of speeds will be greater

2011

Impact Speed and a
AAA Foundation for
Pedestrian’s Risk of Severe Traffic Safety
Injury or Death,
https://aaafoundation.org/
impact-speed-pedestriansrisk-severe-injury-death/

The study used data from a federal study of crashes that occurred in the United States in years 1994 – 1998 in
which a pedestrian was struck by a forward‐moving car, light truck, van, or sport utility vehicle.
Results showed that the average risk of severe injury or death to a pedestrian struck by a vehicle increases by
vehicle speed.
Average risk of severe injury by impact speeds: 10% at 16 mph, 25% at 23 mph, 50% at 31 mph, 75% at 39 mph,
90% at 46 mph
Average risk of death by impacts speeds: 10% at 23 mph, 25% at 32 mph, 50% at 42 mph, 75% at 50 mph, 90% at
58 mph

2012

NHTSA Summary of State
Speed Laws, 12th Edition,
https://www.nhtsa.gov/
sites/nhtsa.dot.gov/files/
documents/summary_
state_speed_laws_12th_
edition_811769.pdf

National Highway
Traffic Safety
Administration
(NHTSA)

States surrounding Minnesota have a statutory speed limit of 25 mph unless otherwise posted: Iowa, Wisconsin,
North Dakota, South Dakota, and Nebraska. The most common speed limit in the United States for local city
streets is 25 mph.
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Year
2012

Reference
Methods and Practices for
Setting Speed Limits: An
Informational Report,
https://safety.fhwa.dot.
gov/speedmgt/ref_mats/
fhwasa12004/

Publisher
FHWA Safety Program

Summary
Four general approaches to setting speed limits
• Engineering approach (85th percentile)
• Expert system approach (USLIMITS2)
• Optimization approach: Setting speed limits to minimize the total societal costs of transport
• Injury minimization and safe system approach: Setting speed limits according to the crash types that are
likely to occur
The engineering, expert system, and optimization approaches are generally used for adjusting speed limits on
a street by street basis. The safe system approach is more commonly applied at the city, county or state level to
adjust a state statutory speed limit across the board.
The engineering or 85th percentile approach is just one of the methods used in current practice, but it is the most
common.
• The FHWA Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devises (MUTCD) recommends that the speed limit be within 5
mph of the 85th percentile speed of free-flowing traffic.
• Setting speed limits lower than the 85th percentile speed does not encourage compliance with the posted
speed limit.
• Adjustments made for roadway factors and or crash data may lower the 85th percentile speed but normally
not more than 7 mph
• Adjustments may be made for as much as 10 mph below the 85th percentile, considering the following
factors: narrow roadway, horizontal and vertical curves, driveways with restricted ability, high driveway
density, rural residential or developed areas, and narrow shoulder width.

2012

Methods and Practices for
Setting Speed Limits (TRS
1204),
https://lrrb.org/media/
reports/TRS1204.pdf

Minnesota
Department of
Transportation
(MnDOT)

A synthesis of pertinent research to be used for further study. Focused on national resources, consultation with
state practitioners, state practices, international practices, and related research.
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Year

Reference

Publisher

2013

A Model for Setting Credible
Speed Limits in Urban Area,
https://www.
semanticscholar.org/
paper/A-Model-forSetting-Credible-SpeedLimits-in-Urban-Bellalite/9
5b1576e23ef1dc717b0501
a1e0d307845e8c3a7

2015

Traffic Safety Fundamentals MnDOT
Handbook,
https://www.
dot.state.mn.us/
stateaid/trafficsafety/
reference/2015-mndotsafety-handbook-large.pdf

Summary

Institute of
This article presents a new model for setting credible speed limits exclusively in urban areas by setting limits
Transportation
from 25 to 43 mph by increments of 6 mph. The model is based on research in Quebec, Canada. The model uses
Engineers (ITE) Journal eight key parameters whose cumulative effects significantly affect the 85th percentile speeds, giving more
weight to certain factors. Parameters include: number of lanes, width of visual clearance, length of zone, type of
surroundings, access points, on-street parking occupancy, pavement width, and number of commercial buildings.

Data showed the relationship between speed limit and average crash rates for urban highways on the State’s
system. This data indicates that in Minnesota crash rates go down as speed limits increase along urban highways.
• It should be noted that a similar relationship between speed limits and crashes is documented in the
Highway Safety Manual. The same Minnesota research indicates that access density is a better predictor of
urban crash rate than is the posted speed limit.
• Speed zones are established based on an analysis of existing vehicle speeds along a segment of roadway
and a variety of other information including road cross-section, density of access, land use and other
characteristics of the road environment.
• A study of before and after speed limit changes in Minnesota showed that the outcome was identical, driver
behavior did not change.
• Beyond merely changing the posted speed limit, efforts to change driver behavior should be focused on two
approaches – added enforcement and making changes to the road environment in order to adjust driver
perception.

2017

Evaluation of Bicycle
City of Minneapolis
Traffic Control Devices and
Street Design Elements in
Minneapolis,
http://www.
minneapolismn.gov/
www/groups/public/@
publicworks/documents/
images/wcmsp-195594.pdf

This report documents the evaluation of 16 bicycle treatments and street design elements installed by
Minneapolis Public Works in 2011 and 2013.
There was no substantial effect on motor vehicle speeds after the posted speed limit was reduced on 15th
Avenue SE from 30 mph to 25 mph, or after the subsequent striping changes were made.
The 85th percentile speeds before the project was installed ranged between 23 mph and 32 mph. After the
project was installed, 85th percentile speeds ranged between 23 mph and 33 mph.
Before-and-after speed distribution varied by block segment. This suggests that other factors such as signal
spacing, pedestrian and bicycle volumes, and adjacent land uses may have a greater influence on motor vehicle
speeds than the in place signing and striping installed along this corridor.
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Year
2017

Reference
“Reducing Speeding
Related Crashes Involving
Passenger Vehicles,”
https://www.ntsb.gov/
safety/safety-studies/
Documents/SS1701.pdf

Publisher

Summary

National
Transportation Safety
Board (NTSB)

• Speed-related crashes account for 31% of traffic fatalities — the same percentage as alcohol-impaired driving.
• They also found that speed—and therefore speeding—increases the likelihood of being involved in a crash,
and increases the severity of injuries sustained by all road users in a crash.
• Typically, speed limits are set by statute, but adjustments to statutory speed limits are generally based on the
observed operating speeds for each road segment—specifically, the 85th percentile speed of free-flowing
traffic.
• Raising speed limits to match the 85th percentile speed can result in unintended consequences. It may lead to
higher operating speeds, and thus a higher 85th percentile speed.
• In general, there is not strong evidence that the 85th percentile speed within a given traffic flow equates to the
speed with the lowest crash involvement rate for all road types.
• Alternative approaches and expert systems for setting speed limits are available, which incorporate factors
such as crash history and the presence of vulnerable road users such as pedestrians.
• NTSB recommended to the FHWA that they consider expanding the approach to setting speed limits beyond
the 85th percentile.

2018

2019

“Studies Say Lower Speed
Limits will Help Improve
Road Safety,”
https://aashtojournal.
org/2018/08/31/studiessay-lower-speed-limitswill-help-improveroadway-safety/

American Association
of State Highway
and Transportation
Officials (AASHTO)
Journal

Documented the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) study on Boston, Massachusetts, which lowered
the default speed limit on city streets from 30 mph to 25 mph beginning January 9, 2017. This was after the
Massachusetts legislature amended state law in 2016 to allow cities and towns to lower speed limits from 30 mph
to 25 mph on municipal roads in densely populated areas or business districts.

NCUTCD proposal for
recommended changes to
the MUTCD,
https://ncutcd.org/
wp-content/uploads/
meetings/2019A/
AttachNo12.18B-RW-03.
SpeedLimitProcdedures.
Approved.pdf

National Committee
on Uniform Traffic
Control Devices
(NCUTCD)

• Changes the MUTCD to reinforce the stated understanding that other factors have a role in setting speed limits
(in addition to 85th percentile).

Item No. 18B-RW-03

This study found that lowering the speed limit did lower the amount of speeding drivers going over 35 mph by
up to 29%.

• Retains reference to 85th percentile as a factor that should be considered, particularly for freeways,
expressways and rural areas
• Leaves reference to setting of speed zones in broad terms allowing states/locals to establish detailed criteria
based upon national guidance or based upon research, outside the MUTCD
• Anticipates the development of a national speed management guide (in development through NCHRP 17-76)
for states and local agencies to use uniformly in establishing a process of setting speed zones.
• Recommends that statutory speeds in states/local agencies follow speed management guidance being
developed in NCHRP 17-76, but do not address such in the MUTCD. [NCHRP 17-76 is due out in Fall 2020.]
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Year
2019

Reference
Current Speed Limit
Legislation in Minnesota,
https://www.revisor.
mn.gov/statutes/cite/169

Publisher
Minnesota Statute
(MS) 169

Summary
No person shall drive a vehicle on a highway at a speed that is greater than is reasonable and prudent under the
conditions. Statutory speed limits established by the legislature:
• The speed limit is “30 miles per hour in an urban district”
• 55 mph on rural roads, 65 mph on rural expressways, and 70 mph on rural interstates.
• 25 mph in residential roadways if adopted by the road authority having jurisdiction over the residential
roadway; and
• The speed limit is “35 miles per hour on a town road in a rural residential district if adopted by the road
authority having jurisdiction over the rural residential district”.

2019

2019

National Motorists
National Motorists
Association website,
Association
https://www.motorists.org/

Ideally speed limits should be set at the 85th percentile speed and at a minimum should never be set below the
67th percentile free-flow speed.

Sustainable Speed Limits for Op-ed in the ITE
Urban Streets,
Journal by Peter
https://www.nxtbook.com/ Martin, PE
ygsreprints/ITE/G110939_
ITE_November2019/index.
php#/26

The current practice for setting speed limits is being reviewed by the American Association of State Highway
Officials, the National Committee on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, ITE, and others.

This is based on draft guidelines that were a result of the 1993 ITE Committee 4M-25 on Speed Zone Guidelines
Recommended Practice.

• Lowering speeds on urban streets through a combination of physical, operational, and regulatory measures
makes sense
• It is well documented that pedestrians are more vulnerable with higher risk of injury at higher speeds.
• Reduced speeds benefit many streets, but low speeds on pedestrian oriented streets benefit most.

2019

Minnesota Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control
Devices (MN MUTCD),
https://www.dot.state.
mn.us/trafficeng/publ/
mutcd/

MnDOT

The 85th percentile speed or engineering approach is most common method as described in the MUTCD.
The Minnesota Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MN MUTCD) Section 2B.13 Speed Limit Sign provides
that “speed zones (other than statutory speed limits) shall only be established on the basis of an engineering
study that has been performed in accordance with traffic engineering practices. The engineering study shall
include an analysis of the current speed distribution of free-flowing vehicles”. (2B-14)
MN MUTCD Section 2B.13 Speed Limit Sign (R2-1) provides guidance that “when a speed limit within a speed
zone is posted, it should be within 5 mph of the 85th percentile speed of free-flowing traffic.” (2B-15)
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Year
2020

Reference
City Limits: Setting Safe
Speed Limits on Urban
Streets,
https://nacto.org/
safespeeds/

Publisher
National Association
of City Transportation
Officials (NACTO)

Summary
Developed by a steering committee of NACTO’s 86 member cities and transit agencies, City Limits outlines how
to use a safe systems approach to set speed limits in urban environments, in contrast to traditional methods
(e.g. the 85th percentile). City Limits outlines a three-method approach to speed limit setting that provides an
alternative to percentile-based speed limit setting:
• Setting default speed limits on many streets at once (such as 25 mph on all major streets and 20 mph on all
minor streets),
• Designating slow zones in sensitive areas, and
• Setting corridor speed limits on high priority major streets, using a safe speed study, which uses conflict
density and activity level to set context-appropriate speed limits.

2020

Effects of Residential Street
Speed Limit Reduction from
25 to 20 mi/hr on Driving
Speeds in Portland, Oregon:
Final Report,
https://clients.
bolton-menk.com/
mnspeedlimitvision/
wp-content/uploads/
sites/105/2021/03/pbot20-mph-speed-studyfinalv5.pdf

Portland State
University - Civil
& Environmental
Engineering

Report analysis suggests the reduction of posted limits to 20 mph resulted in lower observed vehicle speeds and
fewer vehicles traveling at higher speeds (e.g. over 30 mph). However while observed average speeds decreased
at a majority of sites, they did increase at a few sites. Models also suggest the role of roadway characteristics such
as width, pavement condition, and curb presence on vehicle operating speeds.

(report prepared for
Portland Bureau of
Transportation)

Article from Portland.gov website:
Analysis indicates 20 mph speed limit reduced driving speeds, https://www.portland.gov/transportation/visionzero/news/2020/12/1/analysis-indicates-20-mph-speed-limit-reduced-driving
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For an understanding of where the State of Minnesota has been regarding speed limits, a history of Minnesota
speed laws from 1881 to the present is provided in the following list. This list is updated from information
provided in the 2008 MnDOT Study and Report on Speed Limits research.
Year

Description

1881

Streetcars in the City of Duluth restricted to 6 mph.

1885

Incorporated villages or boroughs are authorized to regulate the rate of speed of engine-powered
vehicles.

1911

Rate of speed —Sec. 16. No person shall drive a motor vehicle upon any public highway “of this state at
a speed greater than is reasonable and proper, having regard to the traffic and use of the highway, or
so as to endanger the life or limb or injure the property of any person. If the rate of speed of any motor
vehicle, operated on any public highway in this state, where the same passes through the closely built up
portions of any incorporated city, town or village, or where the traffic is more or less congested, exceeds
ten (10) miles an hour for a distance of one eighth of a mile, or if the rate of speed of any motor-vehicle,
operated on any public highway of this state, where the same passes through the residence portions of
any city, town or village, exceeds fifteen (15) miles an hour for a distance of one-eighth of a mile, or of
the rate of speed of any motor-vehicle operated on any public highway in this state, outside the closely
built up business portions, and the residence portions of any incorporated city, town or village, exceeds
twenty-five (25) miles an hour for a distance of one-quarter of a mile, such rates of speed shall be prima
facie evidence that the person operating such motor-vehicle is running at a rate of speed greater than
is reasonable and proper, having regard to the traffic and use of the way, or so as to endanger the life or
limb or injure the property of any person. If the rate of speed of a motor-vehicle, operated on any public
highway in this state, in going around a corner or curve in a highway, where the operator’s view of the
road traffic is obstructed, exceeds six (6) miles per hour, such rate of speed shall be prima facie evidence
that the person operating such motor-vehicle is running at a rate of speed greater than is reasonable and
proper, having regard to the traffic and the use of the way, or so as to endanger the life or limb or injure
the property of any person. “
General Statute Section 2635 – Statutes renumbered and the in-town distance changed from 1/8 to 1/10
mile

1917
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Year

Description

1925

If the rate of speed of any motor vehicle operated on any highway where the same passes through the
closely-built-up portions of any municipality, or where the traffic is congested, exceeds 15 mph for a
distance of 1/10 of a mile, or if the rate of speed of any motor vehicle operated on any highway where
the same passes through the residence portion of any municipality exceeds 20 mph for a distance of
1/10 of a mile, or if the rate of speed of any motor vehicle operated on any highway outside the closelybuilt-up business portions and the residence portions of any municipality exceeds 35 mph for a distance
of one-quarter of a mile, such rate of speed shall be prima facie evidence that the person operating such
motor vehicle is driving at a rate of speed greater than is reasonable and proper.

1927

Sec. 16. Not to pass horse drawn vehicles at a greater speed than 15 mph. No person operating a motor
vehicle or tractor on a highway shall, upon meeting or overtaking any horse or other draft animal driven
or in charge of a woman, child, or aged person, or upon meeting or overtaking any other domestic
animal except dogs and poultry being upon the highway, pass said animal at a rate of speed greater than
15 mph; and in case said animal exhibits any signs of fright, the operator shall bring his vehicle to a stop.
Statutes
1. Fifteen miles an hour when approaching within fifty feet of a grade crossing of any steam, electric
or street railway when the driver’s view is obstructed. A driver’s view shall be deemed to be obstructed
when at any time during the last two hundred feet of his approach to such crossing he does not have a
clear and uninterrupted view of such railway crossing and of any traffic on such railway for a distance of
four hundred feet in each direction from such crossing;
2. Fifteen miles an hour when passing a school during school recess or while children are going to or
leaving school during opening or closing hours;
3. Fifteen miles an hour when approaching within fifty feet and in crossing an intersection of highways
when the driver’s view is obstructed. A driver’s view shall be deemed to be obstructed when at any time
during the last fifty feet of his approach to such intersection, he does not have a clear and unobstructed
view of such intersection and of the traffic upon all of the highways entering such intersection for a
distance of two hundred feet from such intersection;
4. Fifteen miles an hour in going around curves or along a grade upon a highway when the driver’s view
is obstructed within a distance of one hundred feet along such highway in the direction in which he is
proceeding;
5. Twenty miles an hour on any highway where the same passes through the closely built-up portions
of any municipality or where the traffic is congested, when traffic on such highway is controlled at
intersections by traffic officers or traffic control devices;
6. Fifteen miles an hour on all other highways where the same pass through the closely built-up portion
of any municipality or where the traffic is congested;
7. Twenty miles an hour on any highway where the same passes through the residence portion of any
municipality;
(Continued on next page.)
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Year

Description

1927

(Continued from previous page.)

1929

8. Thirty-five miles an hour under all other conditions,
(c) Municipalities in their respective jurisdictions are hereby authorized in their discretion to increase the
speed which shall be prima facie unlawful upon “thru” highways at the entrances to which vehicles are
by ordinance of such municipalities required to stop before entering or crossing such “thru” highways.
Municipalities shall place and maintain upon all “thru” highways as to which such speed is so increased
adequate signs giving notice of such special regulations and shall also place and maintain upon each and
every highway intersecting any such “thru” highway, appropriate top signs which shall be illuminated at
night or so placed as to be illuminated by the headlights of an approaching vehicle or by streetlights.
Rural speed is raised to 45 mph under all other conditions.

1937

1939

Statutes are renumbered and reformatted, the beginning of Statute 169.14 as we know it and traffic
control devices must comply with American Association of State Highway Officials. 30 mph in a business
or residence district and 45 mph under all other conditions. The commissioner may establish speed
zones up to 60 mph daytime and 50 mph when vehicle lights are needed.
30 mph in any municipality. Changed the rural statutory values to 60 mph daytime/50 mph nighttime
and authorized the Commissioner to set any speed limit.

1942

Governor’s Order implements a Wartime Speed Limit of 40 mph under orders from the USA Office of
Defense Transportation. Upon the advice of the Wartime National Rubber Director. Repeat offenders will
lose their gas ration stamps.

1947

Commissioner of Highways must make changes to speed limits based on engineering and traffic
investigation if designation is different from default speed. Signage is required designating the non
default speed.

1963

Changed rural statutory values to 65 mph daytime/55 mph nighttime and introduced the definition of
“urban district.”

1974

National Maximum Speed Limit 55 mph (NMSL55) on all roads imposed by US DOT for emergency
energy conservation, prompted by foreign oil embargoes. US DOT requires substantial compliance to
NMSL55 or else funding will be sanctioned. Governors order implements this in Minnesota.

1975

Legislation makes Governor’s Order into law. Local authorities are granted the power to establish school
zone speed limits 20 mph below the normal speed limit but not lower than 15 mph.

1976

Subd.4 — Speed on street with bicycle lane.

1980

The governing body of any political subdivision, by resolution or ordinance and without an engineering
or traffic investigation, may designate a safe speed for any street or highway under its authority upon
which it has established a bicycle lane; provided that such safe speed shall not be lower than 25 miles
per hour. The ordinance or resolution designating a safe speed is effective when appropriate signs
designating the speed are erected.
Gives municipalities the power to override Commissioner’s speed orders in urban districts.

1984

Sets 10 mph in alleys unless studied and posted with a different speed limit.
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Year

Description

1986

Dimmler Amendment: If driving 10 mph or less over the speed limit, the speeding ticket is not recorded
on drivers license record if on a 55 mph highway.

1987

US DOT issues new interpretation of NMSL55 and allows rural interstates to go to 65 mph and Minnesota
follows this. Local road authorities are authorized to lower work zone speed limits by as much as 15 mph
below the normal limit.

1991

Allows local road authorities to set speed limits on park roads at 20 mph below normal and establishes
rustic road speed limit at a maximum of 45 mph.

1994

25 mph on residential roadways. The beginning and end of the residential zone must be signed and less
than one-quarter of mile in length. Fines are doubled in work zones.

1995

Federal repeal of NMSL55. Commissioner’s Order keeps all speed limits status quo until a study can be
performed to determine course of action.

1997

Speed limits raised to 70 mph on rural interstate, 65 mph on expressways and urban interstates.
Commissioner’s authorization keeps most urban interstates at 55 or 60 mph. Fines are also doubled for
citations issued in school zones or for not reducing speed when passing an emergency vehicle on the
side of the road.
Rural residential district definition introduced establishing 30 mph speed limit with house spacing at 300
feet or less, on platted land or subdivisions. This applies to township roads only.

1999
2001

Residential roadway definition changed to ½ mile in length. Work zone signs are required to be posted
and workers must be present for the fine to be doubled.

2003

Permits a school speed limit to be 30 mph less than the normal speed limit. Revokes drivers license for
six months for offenders over 100 mph.

2009

Redefined Urban District to include street or highway and amended the residential roadway definition to
apply to a whole street not just a portion of a street. Removed the definition of Rural Residential District
from section 169.14 and added it to the definition section to statute. Removed 30 mph statutory speed
in rural residential district and added a statutory speed limit of 35 mph in a rural residential district if
speed limit signs are erected upon entering the Rural Residential District.
Amended laws regarding the jurisdiction for speed limit setting on local roads. Prior to new laws that
went into effect in 2019, the ability of a city to change speed limits was limited. With some exceptions,
a city interested in changing a speed limit had to request an engineering and traffic study of the
street from MnDOT. A city that uses the authority under this new law must develop procedures to set
speed limits based on the city’s safety, engineering, and traffic analysis. The new law requires that at a
minimum, the safety, engineering, and traffic analysis must consider national urban speed limit guidance
and studies, local traffic crashes, and methods to effectively communicate the change to the public.

2019

3/30/2020
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